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Abstract- The demand for frequency spectrum and diversity objectives. In addition, a CR can act in a manner that attempts
of wireless devices accessing this spectrum depends upon the to accomplish the user's objectives, and learn from these
time of day, the characteristics of a frequency band, and the experiences for possible use in the future [1].
geographical location of the observer/wireless device. This paper
highlights the value of employing a novel dynamic spectrum This paper primarily focuses on the PHY layer issues.
access technology using a highly reconfigurable spectrum access At this layer, multi-carrier spectrum access techniques in-
scheme with excellent frequency diversity properties. We name cluding orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)
this robust scheme selective subcarrier multi-carrier code division and multi-carrier code division multiple access (MC-CDMA)
multiple access (SS-MC-CDMA). a m ber of sivifion multage ovesingle-CA)

This paper contains three main contributions. Firstly, the offer a number of significant advantages over single-carrier
reconfigurability options in a physical layer (PHY) using MC- (SC) systems in volatile wireless channel environments. Multi-
CDMA and the flexibility in system design of a cognitive radio are carrier systems are inherently more resilient to the effects of
presented. Secondly, an application of the novel SS-MC-CDMA inter-symbol-interference (ISI) and multi-path fading [2]. In
system in a dynamic spectrum access (DSA) scenario is developed . .
in order to indicate the value and potential of this system. Finally, addition, the spectral efficiencyis higher than SC systems
based on this scenario, we present some initial key results from due to the closely-packed carriers. Received signals can be
both simulation and real-world experiments. equalised in the frequency domain, which reduces the com-

plexity of this stage compared to time-domain equalisation

I. INTRODUCTION techniques.
MC-CDMA has emerged as a feasible alternative to

The demand for frequency spectrum can be dependent on OFDM for forward-looking multi-carrier communications sys-
the time of day, desired frequency characteristics e.g. line tems [3]-[6] by exploiting the flexibility and potential offered
of sight/non line of sight capability, and the location of the by the combination of OFDM and CDMA. In conjunction
wireless device or network. In order to help cope with the ever- with the cognitive capabilities of the node, we can choose the
increasing demand for this resource, the development of prac- subcarriers for allocating data, resulting in the novel SS-MC-
tical and robust spectrum sharing techniques involving primary CDMA system. We highlight the reconfigurability options of
licensed incumbents and secondary opportunistic spectrum MC-CDMA systems and their variants in a CR scenario in [7].
users is vital. The combination of an agile spectrum access This paper builds on this work to present and analyse a novel
and multiplex system combined with the awareness, decision- application of SS-MC-CDMA in a practical DSA scenario.
making, and learning abilities of a cognitive radio offer a In comparison with similar work highlighting the effects of
viable solution to help accomplish this objective. This paper grouping certain subcarriers to mitigate the effects of multiple
focuses on the opportunities that a novel highly reconfigurable access interference [18], we study the effect of nulling the
spectrum access scheme with excellent frequency diversity subcarriers in MC-CDMA and compare the results to those
properties can offer in this context. obtained from tests in [9]. Contrary to the results in [9],
Dynamic spectrum access (DSA) techniques aim to exploit we show that nulling of subcarriers do not induce additional

the under-utilized frequency spectrum by employing new ad- error if the variants of MC-CDMA are adopted in different
vancements in the field of spectrum sharing and opportunistic scenarios.
access. Secondary opportunistic users would have the potential Section II presents a brief explanation of a MC-CDMA
to exploit unused or underused frequency bands allocated to transceiver, highlights the various reconfigurability options on
primary users. The development of cognitive functionality in adopting a CR approach and introduces our SS-MC-CMA
wireless communications systems has made the realisation of syte. SetoXI deals an aplcto ofS-CCM
these concepts possible. Cognitive radio (CR) can be described an ilutae.t cp nDA.ScinI rsnssm
as a node in a network with the abilities to form an awareness o h e xeietlrslsrltdt hsseai n
of its environment and context, make decisions and inferences
from this information combined with knowledge of the user's hihihsara etseai.ScinVpit u h cp
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for future research and concludes.
Ld\ odeSpreader|

II. MULTI-CARRIER CDMA AND SS-MC-CDMA

Firt§tTA. Multi-carrier CDMA (MC-CDMA) Data Parallel
symbol
per user Code Spreader

MC-CDMA is a multicarrier multiple-access spread- d CK={CK1 CK2 .....CK }n CyclicPrefix
spectrum scheme. By combining frequency domain and time
domain dispersal of modulated symbols, two main variants of F Frame
multi-carrier spread spectrum systems, the MC-CDMA and *
MC direct sequence CDMA (MC-DS-CDMA) can be ob- * And
tained. In MC-CDMA, each symbol is spread using code chips Code Spreader * Parallel
and transmitted on several subcarriers. MC-DS-CDMA differs 1 To Serial
in the fact that the data is spread in the time domain rather than Mea D Cn eTo n

Symbol * ADDER + Parallelin the frequency domain. Thus the MC-CDMA system exploits peruser *
frequency diversity whereas the MC-DS-CDMA exploits time .
diversity. od dCK={cK1 cKp.cK}L

An extensive study of MC-DS-CDMA and its comparison
with MC-CDMA can be found in [5], [6]. The M-Modification
of MC-CDMA [2] has been adopted for the initial implemen- Fig. 1. Implemented M-Modification of MC-CDMA
tation in our system. The M-implementation of MC-CDMA
incorporates the concept that the spreading length need not

Coding and spreading scheme - Could be modified to spread data
necessarily be equal to the number of subcarriers. As shown in time or in frequency. Could also

be made to be suited to the M or Q variations

in Fig. 1, M symbols of each user are transmitted in parallel.
In the context of the paper, unless specified otherwise, MC- - - - -
CDMA referred to is the M-Modification of the multi-carrier Nf,i
CDMA with code assisted spreading in the frequency domain. 1 n k N 2Zlut

Subcarrier symbol multiplexing can be performed efficiently S (t) = Z e_ b /) C T
using the inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) and the FFT Niu=
procedure is used for subcarrier symbol de-multiplexing. The

F
X Code--Couldvarythecode

transmitter side operation of MC-CDMA, as demonstrated eg: 64,128,256,10284,.. type,nd.codelength

in Fig. 1, consists of the addition of a cyclic prefix (CP)
No: of Data Symbols -Can be varied to support Users-Capable of single user transmissiontomitigate the effects of intersymbol interference (ISI), the different data rates or n-user simultaneous transmission

OFDM frame formation and parallel to serial conversion. The
CP length is chosen such that it is greater than the delay
spread of the channel so that the effects of multi-path are Fig. 2. Reconfigurability options and added flexibility in MC-CDMA
mitigated effectively. The hardware front end follows where
digital to analog conversion (DAC) takes place and the signal In order to minimise the possbility of interference, the
is upconverted and transmitted on the required frequency In order

of use the possbi l to thence
channel. At the receiver side, the reverse operation takes maximum number of users Km

C
should be equal to the code

place with ADC, serial to parallel conversion, removal of CP, length Expanding on the basic MC-CDMA equation in [8],
extraction of symbols from the frame, code de-spreading and [9], we form an equation for the M-modification as shown in
detection. Fig. 2. Here, S(t) denotes the complex envelope of an M-ary

PSK modulated MC-CDMA signal and bi denotes the M-ary
Consider the code of user k having length n~as shown; PSK modulated data symbol from the stream r. The Uth chip

where c, represents the chips of the individual code. of the n-length code of the kh user is denoted by Ck and

Ck { k k c k l (1) the symbol period is T and t < T.- 1 C2 C3 C4 ........ Cn-I-----

B. Flexibility in MC-CDMA
For K users transmitting simultaneously using n-length

orthogonal codes on Nfft subcarriers, the system can be Our software radio approach to the implementation of MC-
represented as shown in Fig. 1. If there are M data symbols CDMA offers two main advantages. Firstly, it facilitates the
before spreading, assuming all the subcarriers are filled by reconfiguration of the MC-CDMA system and enables us to
spread data, the condition is that exploit its flexibility. Secondly, it allows the application of

a cognitive approach where in the intelligent decisions of a
Nfft =M x ni. (2) CR is used to adapt the configurations and system parameters
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to yield the best performance. The reconfigurability options Ad data.
in MC-CDMA are illustrated in Fig. 2. Altering the coding symbo 'd' using df

_ 'rf1 -f8 S -carrier
block to accommodate spreading in time or frequency, we dode{1-11:1 frequencies
may generate the MC-CDMA or MC-DS-CDMA. We can Cn Mas
also vary the different parameters such as coding length, the derived from
number of users and the FFT size. Increasing the code-length f1 , f1 d
to the number of subcarriers result in the classic MC-CDMA f2 0
system whereas reducing the code-length to one results in the f3 f3 -d
typical OFDM system. The ability to switch from one MC- - X f4 m
CDMA configuration to another with ease or operation of NULS f5 - f5 d

hybrid modifications offers attractive advantages for dynamic f6 0
adaptation and reconfigurability in a CR. f7 0

f8 .- f8 -d
Cognitive functionality allows the system to dynamically

choose the complexity of the pilots and synchronization Fig. 3. Selective Subcarrier Allocation principle in SS-MC-CDMA
preambles. If the cognitive engine indicates a hostile non-
stationary channel, the pilots can be spread over several
different subcarriers. Pilot symbols can also be spread in two-
dimensions, i.e. frequency and time by distributing them over
several OFDM symbols [10].

Equalization at the receiver side is necessary to counter
the hanel efecs ladin tothepossblelos of rthgo- them without interfering with the transmission of the primarythe channel effects leading to the possible loss of orthogo- ue.Oto fnl ucrir nM -DAhsbe
nalty etwenthesigals Sngl-usr dtetio (SD) user. Option of null subcarriers in MC-CDMA has beennality between the signals. Single-user detectionSUDusing examined in [9] where its performance is compared with the

linear equalizers such as maximum ratio combining (MRC) erformance of non-contiguous OFDM NC-OFDM. In 9
or equal gain combining (EGC), minimum mean square error g
(MMSE) or zero forcing (ZF); and multi-user detectors (MUD) MC-CDMA was found to be subject to a higher probability
using block equalizers are employed to achieve this [2], [5]- of error on nulling of subcarriers. The reason attributed to

[6]. When system parameters are known, techniques such data loss in MC-CDMA was that the data in subcarriers are

as parallel or successive interference cancellation (PIC, SIC not independent as a result of the spreading operation. In our

respectively) [2] can be utilized. Consider the case when an system, the data allocation to bins take place only after the

intelligent sensing mechanism informs the cognitive engine subcarriers are selected. It is also important to note that the

regarding the channel condition. Based on its learning process, authors [9] assumed the classical MC-CDMA system with data
it can predict the channel and employ pre-equalization tech- spread on all subcarriers where as in an M-Modification of
niques at the transmitter; thus offering a choice of complexity the MC-CDMA, the length of spreading code need not be
depending on the scenario, equal to the number of subcarriers and thus it offers a lower

dependency on the adjacent data.
In the case when the wireless communications channel

is subject to deep fading, information may be lost. Under In order to select the subcarriers, we would need the knowl-
ed e of the channel and details regarding spectrum occupancythese circumstances, the frequency diversity offered by MC- g rg g pepay

CDMA is exploited to the maximum by interleaving the data A channel map (CM) is a system parameter incorporated into
before mapping it onto the subcarriers. 2-D interleaving [I11] the cognitive capabilities of the radio that provides details

increases the diversity relative to time and frequency but at the such as incumbent user information and the signal to noise
expense of additional complexity and buffering, which makes ratio (SNR). Current research assumes the availability of this
it unsuitable for time-sensitive data. parameter whereas future work is focussed on developing the

parameters analytically or by means of real measurements.
We have illustrated that the various reconfigurability options These would also assist in identifying the triggers for the CR

in MC-CDMA are best exploited when a cognitive radio to switch from one configuration to other.
approach is adopted. It is also important to note that though it
oferaddtina flxblt.n.eofiuaiiy CCM Based on the CM, a channel mask [13] is formed and the

suffers frditiomaissuesireliyatdteonhighupakilito average r subcarriers which are either not occupied by primary users orsuffrs fomisuesrelaed o hih pek toaverge pwernot subject to deep fades are identified. These are filled by theratios (PAPR), synchronization in both the time and frequency, subect tomdeep ad are itied hare fille bynthe
dealng ith arrer fequncy ffst an mutipl acess spread data symbols and the others are nulled. The principledealing with carrier frequency offset and multiple access

interference (MAI) [2], [5], [6], [12]. of selective subcarrier allocation is illustrated in Fig. 3. As
is evident, there is a latency and overhead in identifying

C. Selective Subcarrier MC-CDMA (SS-MC-CDMA) the subcarriers, selective nulling and allocation. In SS-MC-
CDMA, there is the additional flexibility to allocate different

SS-MC-CDMA system utilizes the intelligence mechanism subcarriers to different users or to superimpose several users'
of the CR to determine blank spaces in the spectrum and utilize spread data on the same subcarriers using orthogonal codes.
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'PrimaryUser, Consider Fig. 4 where the primary user is a narrow-band
Data----------Rate----------DBPSK system. The initial state of the secondary user is

Spectrum sharing with theSS-MC-CDMA DS-CDMA system. Upon sensing the opportunity to accessDBPSK
t WWSystem transmitting around the primary user

Center Frequency- ----------------Ithe spectrum around the primary user, the CR uses CM to
design the SS-MC-CDMA transmitter with nulls around the

+ center frequency. In order to achieve this, it utilizes an IFFT

KDirctionof Speadig Secndaryuser block as well as a channel mask derived from the CM and
DireMionCoSpreading L---- --------initiates a trigger at time t=tl. It determines the additional

XDS-MCCDMA or MCCDMA)' / 5

M & Q Modification 2 1°DF parameters such as transmission power so as not to

QMdifction 4/
interfere with primary transmission. Note that the addition of

d Pilots, Positions _ SS-MC- b ths%1fI DF ," =-/CDMA74 < _ iL new blocks offers the capability to modify not only the new
|Length of cyclic prefixe / _200lLength of cyclic prefix 10DF but also the inherited ones as well. At a later stage,
FInterleaving-IDDor2DI/ / ~\ '1|! ! if the CM indicates a sufficiently good channel, the CR can

FEC Coding, Channel Coding default to an OFDM system by simply altering the coding
Uplink or downlink length to one. In another scenario, as in OFDMA, we could

Data Ratew I t j r / ~ \allocate certain subcarriers to users by simply switching to the
Band width / 7 No:ofSub-carriers Q-modification [2] by altering the spreading block., saDw7tl DS- y< lEFT\1X' DF t X itIFFT CDMA / '\ r1 ~~~~~~~~Subcarrier SelectionModulation Type , . bandNulling

Code lengthl;, \ ,'-X~^ IV. SIMULATION AND TEST RESULTS
Type of Code+ \\

Numberof simultaneous users We have observed that contrary to the performance of
classic MC-CDMA systems as shown in [9], upon nulling
of subcarriers, the SS-MC-CDMA is not subject to greater

Fig. 4. Example of an Adaptation Cycle in DSA where the DS-CDMA probability of error. Performance improvement is realised over
secondary user adapts to become an SS-MC-CDMA system. OFDM systems owing to the spreading of data, without which

we would have lost information in case of deep channel fades
or similar criteria. In order to illustrate this, we have simulated

III. APPLICATION OF SS-MC-CDMA TO DSA and tested the SS-MC-CDMA system under various criteria
in Matlab and the results are presented. Channel estimation

Under a DSA scenario, the cognitive radio would need to is performed using modified Chu sequences [16] and the
sense the spectrum and choose available frequency bands. channel is assumed to be stationary for the transmission period
In cases where a frequency band is occupied by a narrow- of the frame. We shall be illustrating the performance of

band user, the unoccupied part of the spectrum around the QPSK systems under additive white gaussian noise (AWGN)
narrowband signal can be utilized by a secondary user. We channels and multipath rayleigh channel (Cost 207 Typical
have utilized SS-MC-CDMA with nulls in the center of the Urban Channel with 6 taps [17]).
spectrum so that the transmission of the incumbent user is In Fig. 5, we can observe the effect of varying nulls in single
unaffected. user SS-MC-CDMA and its comparison with OFDM in an

We have illustrated a conceptual application highlighting AWGN channel. We have assumed perfect time and frequency
the possibilities of reconfiguration using SS-MC-CDMA and synchronization and have used SUD with MMSE equalisation
its application to DSA in Fig. 4. The levels of reconfiguration at the receiver. Simulations under multipath scenario are
in MC-CDMA will be addressed as the primary degrees of illustrated in Fig. 6. It can be observed in both the cases that

freedom (10DF) and secondary degrees of freedom (20DF). there is a performance enhancement in single user SS-MC-
10DF involves the parameters that are reconfigured almost CDMA scenario resulting from better frequency diversity on

instantly as reactions to triggers; such as the code type and employing spreading.
length, FFT size, modulation method, channel coding and When multiple users contend for the secondary access,
forward error correction (FEC). The secondary degrees of the SS-MC-CDMA system enables the superimposing of data
freedom, 2°DF, involve the configuration options that would of several users by employing orthogonal codes. Under this
lead to adaptation of the system as a whole. The advantage scenario, the simulation results are presented in Fig. 7 and
with this model is that the number of levels associated with Fig. 8. Under full load, we observe the effects of multiple
each 1°DF and 2°DF can be varied and at a later stage, each access interference (MAI) which the SUD fail to mitigate.
Of these manifests itself as one another. For example, when we Research into MUD [2] has shown that it significantly reduces
consider a larger system, each block such as OFDM or MC- this interference at the expense of additional complexity. The
CDMA serves 1°DF whereas the whole system configuration degree of complexity, as explained in section II-B can be
such as WLAN, emergency networks and ad-hoc networks is chosen by the CR to employ SUD, block linear equalizers
the 2°DF. or more complex techniques like PIC and SIC.
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SNR(dB) vs BER;IAWGN channel;,QPSK;Icode-length=4 SNR(dB) vs BER;1 AWGN channel;, QPSK;1 codelength=4;1 Null Subcarriers= 25%
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